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RICH LIST

50 luxury holidays that will enrich your life

Let’s begin your journey...
Nothing has the power to enrich your life more than travel. To travel
the world is to become a storyteller; it can broaden your horizons and
transform you into a more insightful, more knowledgeable and ultimately
a more emotionally wealthy version of yourself.
Join us as we take a journey to discover the richness of a life lived offline,
disconnecting from your chaotic daily life, take time to reconnect with
not just your nearest and dearest, but also with yourself and uncover how
the ultimate wealth is your health and wellbeing.
You’ll be immersed in rich local cultures, where life lessons can be
absorbed and utilised back home, and you will learn how travelling
sustainably and giving back can make you feel a part of something
truly special.
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Read on for our bespoke curation of enriching holidays and
experiences that might just change your life.
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As you leaf through the inspiration across the pages, allow your mind
to drift off to faraway shores with our specially created tropical scent.
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“Life is not measured by the number of

breaths we take, but by the moments that
take our breath away”
Maya Angelou
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be curious
For some of us, it’s not enough to go somewhere new and merely soak it up.
We’re in pursuit of embracing a way of life outside of our own; we want to do
something of genuine substance and to truly get under the skin of a destination.
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LET’S TAKE
THIS OFFLINE
The pleasure of time spent free from the pressures of
daily life; find your place of peace, recharge and
be happier
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ROSEWOOD LITTLE DIX BAY
British Virgin Islands

GOLDENEYE
Jamaica

Sink into seclusion the moment you reach this iconic resort set within
500 acres of untamed gardens, pristine beaches and rugged hills. Seize
the vantage point of being close to the balmy Caribbean Sea on an
extraordinary sailing experience, snorkelling and exploring serene
coves, and indulging in flavoursome dishes at three restaurants, all with
beguiling sea views.

A sense of unhurried time is the true luxury at this tranquil boutique
retreat on Jamaica’s Oracabessa Bay. Villas, cottages and huts are dotted
ingeniously across the estate’s 52 tropical acres and make you feel like
you’re in your own personal idyll. If ultimate seclusion is your goal, opt
to stay in The Ian Fleming Villa itself; it’s where the author penned all 14
James Bond novels.
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FOUR SEASONS RESORT BORA BORA
French Polynesia
As far removed from modern life as you can get, and all the more
alluring for it, from spa to bar, sunrise to sunset, this is the place to live
the castaway dream. Savour decadent Polynesian inspired cuisine while
admiring phenomenal sunset vistas from the most exclusive table in the
house, a private palm swaying white sand motu. Accessible by outrigger
canoe, it’s unashamedly romantic.
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MENORCA EXPERIMENTAL
Menorca
A 19th century estate surrounded by untouched beaches, sheltered
rocky coves and miles of trails, there are few places that will allow you
to completely disconnect and reflect like this secluded sanctuary. Gain a
sense of perspective by taking part in a painting or pottery class, drawing
inspiration from the island, so precious it is now a protected biosphere.
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SILVERSEA EXPEDITION
Galápagos Islands
THE DATAI LANGKAWI
Malaysia
Feel yourself instantly relax as you reach the discreet entrance of this
laid-back resort cocooned in a pristine 10 million-year-old rainforest.
Reap the benefits of an awakening morning nature walk led by the worldrenowned Resident Naturalist and be captivated by the lush foliage and a
wealth of fascinating animals including dusky langurs, great hornbills and
Sunda colugos during your stay.
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Step aboard the Silver Origin; created specifically for the Galápagos Islands its stateof-the-art environmentally-friendly technology ensures minimal impact. As you sail
this otherworldly archipelago, get up close to giant tortoises, lava lizards, sea lions and
penguins while enjoying authentic Ecuadorian flavours at two onboard restaurants. Join
presentations by dedicated experts in the Explorer Lounge before setting off by Zodiac
for magical on-shore experiences.
Renderings are intended as a general reference. Features, materials, finishes and layout maybe different than shown.
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SIX SENSES ZIL PASYON
Seychelles

QUALIA
Australia
Meaning ‘a collection of deeper sensory experiences’ in Latin, this
legendary Hamilton Island resort was designed to stimulate the senses
and draw the outside in. Experience escapism in its most exclusive form
with a scenic helicopter flight over the Whitsundays to Heart Island.
Land on a private floating pontoon before joining a marine biologist
aboard a glass bottom boat to drift blissfully around Heart Reef.
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Arriving by helicopter to one of the most exclusive islands in the
Seychelles, serenity seekers can escape reality to a private enclave away
from the world and its routines. Achieve optimum body and mind
balance with morning sunrise and sunset yoga, indulge in knot-busting
treatments at the spa and head to the hammock strung bar for rum
punch lolling. This is island living at its best.
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MANDARIN ORIENTAL, CANOUAN
The Grenadines

RAFFLES SEYCHELLES
Seychelles
Experience the true essence of escapism at this Caribbean castaway, where
the slow paced way of life is complemented by the sheer abundance
of natural beauty. To truly gain an appreciation for the island, go on a
guided hike up Mount Royal – the highest peak on the island, renowned
for its mesmerising panoramic views.
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Disconnection comes naturally at this far-flung beach retreat where you
can unwind in the confidence that you’ll cherish every moment no matter
how you spend your time. Take a leisurely walk to Anse Lazio, voted
one of the best beaches in the world, or visit Vallée de Mai and discover
endemic birds and rare coco de mer palm trees; the perfect interruption
to the daily grind.
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TIME FOR TWO
Loved up luxury in lands that stir the senses; find the
right place and space to nurture your most meaningful
relationship
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MANDARIN ORIENTAL JUMEIRA, DUBAI
Dubai
Transport yourself away from the hustle and bustle of The Palm to a
beautiful understated retreat on a stretch of private golden sands. Choose
from the beach or pool, and unwind in a luxury cabana where a personal
butler is on hand to spoil you with refreshing treats. All you need do is sit
back and enjoy your time together.
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SILVERSANDS, GRENADA
Grenada
If life’s a beach we know where we’d like to be. This significant game changer set on the
world famous Grand Anse Beach entices its guests into a contemporary refuge where
time itself seems to slow down. Unwind in the serene spa with its ice cave, hammam
and couples treatments that will leave you both feeling renewed and energised. Using
locally sourced nutmeg oil, the exclusive Silversands Massage is a must.
To speak to one of our specialists, please see contact details on inside back cover | 21
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DOMES NORUZ CHANIA, AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION
Crete

FAIRMONT ROYAL PAVILION
Barbados

Time out à deux comes easily at this adult-only Cretan hideaway. You’ll be
wooed by its laid-back super-chic vibe where lavender scented walkways lead the
way down to the huge beds and beanbags on the beach. Check out the sublime
sunset views at the Raw Bar with a signature Aegean Spritz in hand, and if you
can drag yourself away, head to Chania’s nearby old town for vibrant night vibes.

Gracing a prime position on Barbados’ legendary Platinum coast, this
couple’s sanctuary evokes the feeling of being privileged guests in a
private plantation home. Opt for a Beachfront Suite and hop straight
from your sheets to the sand for refreshing sunrise swims, indulge in an
in-suite couples massage or order a feast to enjoy under the stars on your
private deck.
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ST. NICOLAS BAY RESORT HOTEL & VILLAS
Crete
Unabridged time spent just for two is the order of the day here. Opt for
the luxurious Eros Club Seafront Suite, aptly named after the Greek God
of Love, with its private pool and uninterrupted views of Mirabello Bay.
Inject a little sparkle into a romantic evening with a dazzling fireworks
dinner at the waterfront Greek Kafenion restaurant. It will simply take
your breath away.
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COLONY CLUB BY ELEGANT HOTELS
Barbados
For those seeking some romantic R&R, this haven of serenity offers a
wealth of remedies that will cultivate the senses. Famed for its culinary
charms, guests are encouraged to explore the impressive Organic Garden,
sampling herbs and vegetables that are used in the hotels’ signature
recipes, while rum connoisseurs will adore the curated collection of over
150 prestigious rums in the intimate setting of the Rum Vault.
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ONE&ONLY LE SAINT GÉRAN
Mauritius
You need have no worries or burdens at this slice of Mauritian paradise.
Occupy sun-kissed days exploring the island by helicopter, taking in
dramatic views of Le Morne Mountain and cascading waterfalls, whilst
romantic evenings can be spent under a star-studded sky where a table for
two and private butler await on the candlelit jetty.
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SAINT PETER’S BAY LUXURY RESORT & RESIDENCES
Barbados
Nothing says romance quite like the white sand beaches and glistening blue waters
of the Caribbean. Beachfront bliss beckons at this tropical hideaway, where guests
can do as much or as little as they please. Embark on a rum tour, where you will
learn about Bajan culture whilst sampling authentic liquor and mingling with the
locals in Moontown.
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BAJA PENINSULA DISCOVERY
Mexico

BURJ AL ARAB
Dubai
It may be tempting to luxuriate by the pool at one of the Hollywood
elite’s best loved hideaways, Los Cabos, but it pays to take advantage of
Baja Peninsula’s treasure trove of land and ocean activities. Observe sea
lions basking in the sun at the unblemished UNESCO World Heritage
Site, Espiritu Santo Island, stroll along the waterfront Malecón of
cultural laid-back La Paz, before taking to the seas on a fully-crewed
catamaran sailing adventure.
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An Arabian icon, this exclusive hotel is one of the most luxurious
landmarks in Dubai. Featuring its own helipad, the world’s tallest atrium
and a restaurant that boasts a floor-to-ceiling aquarium, you’ll feel like
royalty from the moment you arrive. For a truly unforgettable experience,
set sail on your own private yacht on the azure waters of Jumeirah Beach
where guests can indulge in lunch served by a personal butler.
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HEALTH IS
WEALTH

Make positive changes that will last well beyond
your stay; here begins your journey to a healthier,
happier you
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COMO SHAMBHALA ESTATE
Bali

THE INN AT ENGLISH HARBOUR
Antigua

A few miles from Ubud, next to the jungle strewn hillsides that flank
the River Ayung, lies a place that is simply good for the soul. Perfect for
those who seek to make changes that will last well beyond their stay;
build your own experience or choose from one of the signature wellness
programmes designed to target specific areas of your wellbeing – Be
Active, Cleanse or Ayurveda Therapy.

A 19-acre Caribbean cocoon for adults, this charming hotel’s main draw
is not only its location, but its gourmet fare. The Inn is home to one of
the most exclusive al fresco restaurants on the island, The Terrace, where
its eclectic menu uses home grown herbs and vegetables from the organic
garden. Take a morning stroll and pick your own ingredients for your
healthy breakfast smoothie.
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PAIR WITH
A STAY AT
MAHALI
MZURI
See page 58
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COMO PARROT CAY
Turks and Caicos

FINCH HATTONS
Kenya

Focusing on your wellbeing is the best way to take care of yourself, and
escaping to this peaceful private island for a spot of rejuvenation will
ease even the busiest of souls. Discover the healing powers of meditation
in a private session or opt for an Ayurvedic wellness programme where
benefits include weight loss, stress relief and detoxification.

Nestled amongst acres of untouched wilderness, this luxury tented camp
offers the utmost tranquillity for escaping the daily grind of everyday life.
Step into an oasis of calm at Chyulu Spa – the largest bush spa in East
Africa where guests can experience a soulful journey by taking part in a
yoga class that overlooks the Chyulu Hills, followed by a treatment using
locally sourced products.
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TRISARA
Thailand
Outward beauty will ultimately blossom at Phuket’s most exclusive
private pool villa retreat; its heavenly JARA Spa deserves applause for
embodying pathways to spiritual fulfilment and wellbeing. Raising its
game is the award-winning Royal Six-Hand Massage, three intuitive
therapists work simultaneously using nourishing oils and herbal
compresses to deliver an utterly unique and soothing experience.
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DANAI BEACH RESORT & VILLAS
Halkidiki

There’s numerous benefits of taking some ‘me time’; you’ll find yourself
feeling calmer, re-energised and able to think more clearly. Step into the
natural surroundings of the resort gardens and take a stroll through the
aromatic plants and flowers, or unwind at the SPA where treatments
focus on Oriental Holistic Therapies and dedicated packages include
purifying and detox treats.

To speak to one of our specialists, please see contact details on inside back cover | 37
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GILI LANKANFUSHI
Maldives

BODYHOLIDAY
St Lucia

If revitalisation is what you’re searching for, you’ll be in the right hands
at this eco-friendly Maldivian favourite. Far removed from the stresses
of everyday life, the Gili Wellness Journey combines holistic and healing
delights including pressure point massages, Ayurvedic oils and meditation
which are designed to restore your mind, body and soul.

The perfect prescription for physical and spiritual rejuvenation. This
renowned wellness wonder is at the cutting-edge of health holidays and
goes beyond the quick fitness fix to give guests life-enhancing skills.
Personalised programmes and a daily 50-minute spa treatment are
complemented by a comprehensive fitness, holisitic and sports activity
schedule to inspire yourself towards a new healthier you.
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COMO COCOA ISLAND
Maldives

The epitome of understated luxury, this private island retreat offers the
ultimate setting to embark on your own personal wellbeing journey.
Renew your body, mind and soul by taking part in one of the resorts’
renowned Wellness Paths – inspired by the surrounding natural beauty,
you can experience a truly holistic journey that will leave you feeling
revitalised and rejuvenated.
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DAIOS COVE LUXURY RESORT & VILLAS
Crete
Soak up sun, sea and sophisticated seclusion while paying attention to
your health. Time your stay to coincide with visiting Healing Masters
from around the globe who are experts in health, nutrition and wellness.
Enjoy the unique opportunity to join one of Sarah Safarian’s classes to
discover the restorative benefits of plant-based cuisine.
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LOCAL SPIRIT
Expand your mind by immersing yourself fully into the
heritage, history and culture of the places you visit; step
into a whole new world
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JOALI
Maldives

BELMOND LA RESIDENCIA
Deià, Mallorca

The first and only art-immersive hotel in the Maldives bestows just
the right dose of inspiration to arouse your creative side. Explore the
beautiful pieces of art hidden around the resort, even underwater; a visit
to the exclusive Art Studio & Gallery is highly recommended. True to
the resort’s mantra ‘a place for the joy of living’, interactive events and
workshops at the studio are sure to inspire.

Borrowing inspiration from its location on Mallorca’s rugged northern
coastline, this hideaway boasts two galleries and one of the largest
sculpture gardens in Spain. Channel your artistic spirit with a painting
class under the guidance of acclaimed British artist in-residence, Alan
Hydes, highly regarded as a portraitist with sitters ranging from Prime
Minister Edward Heath to rock musicians.
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AL BUSTAN PALACE, A RITZ-CARLTON HOTEL
Oman
From the moment you arrive at this grand resort you’ll be enveloped in
Omani culture both past and present as you taste the welcome dates and
coffee, and breathe in the aroma of frankincense. Delve into the history
and culture further on a trip to the private Bait Adam Museum, which
boasts an extensive collection of artefacts and exhibits, before enjoying an
audience with the Curator himself.
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RAFFLES HOTEL
Singapore

Grand dame of Singapore, Raffles Singapore is one of the few remaining
19th century hotels in the world and it has recently reopened following
an extensive renovation. Make sure to sample the iconic Singapore Sling
which has returned to the restored Long Bar – although revitalised with
elevated ingredients, the cocktail retains its century-old recipe that has
remained unchanged from when it was first created in 1915.

To speak to one of our specialists, please see contact details on inside back cover | 47
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MANDARIN ORIENTAL NEW YORK
New York

DOMES MIRAMARE, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT
Corfu

With remarkable views over New York’s famous skyline and Central Park,
a stay here ensures you’ll be within easy reach of the city’s best cultural
sites and attractions. Lose yourself in must-see museums such as The
Museum of Modern Art, be dazzled by a behind-the-scenes Broadway
experience or navigate to Little Italy to grab a gelato and browse the
unique stores.

It’s adults all the way at this former summer waterfront playground of the Onassis
family which debuted last summer hitting the couples’ travel scene with aplomb. Get
a true sense of Corfu’s history with a visit to one of the world’s oldest and awardwinning olive groves, where you will learn all about the production of The Governor
Olive Oil.
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FOUR SEASONS RESORT MARRAKECH
Morocco
Contemporary architecture blends seamlessly with traditional Moroccan
hues at this Moorish style resort. Famed for its prime location, there are a
wealth of experiences available that will ignite your soul and enrich your
life. Visit the home of world-renowned designer Yves Saint Laurent,
followed by a dinner inspired by his Moroccan motifs.
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SEABOURN SPLENDOURS OF ASIA
Vietnam, Cambodia & Thailand
It’s no surprise that the world’s most discerning travellers often embark
on a Seabourn cruise. This 14 day itinerary will take you on a journey
of self-discovery allowing you to sample local Vietnamese cuisine, visit
UNESCO World Heritage Sites and experience the Caviar in the Surf
event in Thailand. On board your Seabourn Ovation vessel, you can
reflect on your experiences at The Retreat – a flower-shaped canopy with
its own central whirlpool that offers personalised spa services.
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ROSEWOOD WASHINGTON D.C.
North America

JOURNEY TO THE HIMALAYAN FOOTHILLS
India
Located right in the heart of the nation’s capital, this charming retreat
is a reflection of the fascinating history and culture that pervades the
city – make sure to ask the concierge about the city’s hidden gems as he
lives just a block away from the hotel. A must-see landmark is the U.S.
Capitol, where guests can experience a private tour of the building led by
a former member of Congress.
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A trip to India is a frenetic assault on the senses in all its technicolour
glory, and one thing for sure is that a visit to this diverse country will
leave an indelible mark on your soul. From the clamour and colours
of vibrant Delhi, to the highest mountain range on the planet, the
Himalayas, a journey through his majestic region will leave you utterly
mesmerised.
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GIVE A LITTLE
BACK
Doing good is good for the soul; seek out places
that share your commitment to conservation
and be a part of change
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THE RITZ-CARLTON, ABAMA
Tenerife

SABI SABI EARTH LODGE
South Africa

The best way to embrace Tenerife’s bountiful surroundings is on an
island eco-adventure. Immerse yourself in nature on a guided hike up
Mount Teide, or out at sea on a whale and dolphin expedition. Back on
dry land search the sky at the Teide Observatory before reflecting on your
journey at the spa with a Traditional Abama Ritual which incorporates
the benefits of indigenous ingredients.

Described as the most environmentally sensitive safari lodge in Africa,
this ultra-luxurious property is sculpted into a slope in the earth
making it almost invisible on the landscape. Join the highly trained and
experienced rangers and trackers as you tick off all members of the Big 5,
safe in the knowledge that conservation is at the heart of everything they
do here.

To speak to one of our specialists, please see contact details on inside back cover | 57

PAIR WITH
A STAY
AT FINCH
HATTONS
See page 35
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MAHALI MZURI
Kenya

FAIRMONT MALDIVES SIRRU FEN FUSHI
Maldives

Twelve luxury tents nestled within the game-rich Mara conservancy
allows for an experience quite like no other. Thrilling game drives await
as does the serenity of siting back and soaking up the views from camp.
Guests are able to visit one of the Maasai villages in the local area where
they can learn about the local Maasai Tribe who still practise their
traditional pastoralist customs.

An idyllic hideaway surrounded by white sand beaches and the glistening
waters of the Indian Ocean, it’s no surprise that this Robinson Crusoe
style retreat is dedicated to preserving its surroundings. The hotel is
committed to on-going turtle and manta research; guests are given the
opportunity to take part in reef cleaning; and there’s also an underwater
art gallery that acts as an artificial reef for coral to attach and thrive.
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BORGO PIGNANO
Tuscany

BAWAH RESERVE
Indonesia

Connecting with nature comes easily at this rural hidden gem. You’ll feel the positive
impact the resort has on the environment and local people as you explore the estate by
4x4 with Pignano’s Chief Farmer, Enzo. He’ll take you behind-the-scenes discovering
the vegetable and herb gardens, assisting with the collection of honey from the beehives
and learning all about the Tuscan countryside.

Saving the planet just got more luxurious. Set within a previously uninhabited marine
conservation area between Malaysia and Borneo, this tiny cluster of islands is a haven
for eco-conscious adventurers with a taste for indulgence. Sustainability is high on the
agenda here; reap the benefits of their hard work and discover a world of tropical fish
and coral on one of the island snorkel trails.
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1 HOTEL SOUTH BEACH
Miami

ONE&ONLY NYUNGWE HOUSE
Rwanda

Sustainability and connections with nature are peppered throughout
this eco-friendly hotel, paving the way for how guests eat, sleep and feel.
Rooms feature furniture made from reclaimed wood, filtered water taps
and digital newspapers, whilst green moments like living green walls and
a farmstand adorn the lobby. Mindfully indulge in Zero Waste dinners at
signature restaurant Habitat.

Rawadan drummers mark your arrival to one of the most famous tea
plantations in the country, Gisakura. Here, perched within a thriving
million-year-old rainforest is an eco-retreat where conservation runs
through its very core. Contribute to the monthly nationwide initiative
‘Umundaga’, helping local communities flourish through planting new
trees, helping to build new schools and tending to animals.
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ELEWANA SKY SAFARI
Tanzania

Explore Tanzania’s best loved national parks travelling in style to each
safari destination by luxury jet. This eight day journey will whisk you
through the elephant rich landscape of Tarangire and on to Ngorongoro,
Lake Manyara and the renowned Serengeti. You’ll stay at lavish
handpicked camps and lodges throughout and enjoy extravagant bush
meals, sundowners and wildlife sightings in abundance.
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ZORNITZA FAMILY ESTATE RELAIS & CHÂTEAUX
Bulgaria
Boasting its very own vineyard with 18 varieties of grape and eco-farm, the food
and wine at this Relais & Châteaux estate is very much in its soul. Awaken the
senses with a stroll through the grounds starting at the truffle garden before
sampling artisan cheeses and delicious innovative preserves. Oenophiles will cherish
soaring over the Melnik region from cellar to cellar in a hot air balloon.
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Travel in style with

British Airways
Introducing exclusive
amenity kits and specially
designed bedding by luxury
lifestyle brand, The White
Company, a new fine dining
restaurant-style experience
and a refreshed breakfast
service on all long-haul routes
from London Heathrow and
London Gatwick from early
2019.
Introducing the new
Club Suite
Available on selected flights
since September 2019, the
new Club Suite seat offers
direct aisle access and is
your own personal space to
sit, sleep and relax.
Revive and renew
Premium passengers
departing from London
Heathrow Terminals 3
and 5 and New York JFK
Terminal 7 can float on
to their flight following a
15 minute complimentary
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skin therapy treatment at
the ELEMIS Travel Spa*.
Melt tension away and
rejuvenate the skin, leaving
you runway ready.
Lounging about
Access to welcoming
lounges worldwide is yours
whenever you fly Club
World. Catch up with
last minute emails, charge
mobile devices or simply
unwind with a glass of
champagne. Its Sleeper
Service offers a pre-flight
meal option to ensure the
maximum undisturbed
sleep whilst in-flight**.

Passionate about creating the best
night’s sleep and service in the sky,
British Airways recently undertook
a £600 million investment to
transform its Club World experience.

wines. Elegantly presented
on a table setting of fine
china, and glass crystal cut
tumblers.
Sweet dreams
The White Company
capsule collection is
exclusively designed to
enhanced your sleep
experience in the sky.
A crisp white fuller-size
200 thread count pillow
complements the luxurious
quilted duvet and mattress
topper with a satin-trimmed
woven blanket providing an
extra layer of comfort.

Go Beyond
We look beyond the ordinary, creating bespoke experiences
that ignite the senses, materialise even the wildest dreams
and make every possibility a reality.
Discover travel through our eyes.

Call: 07793 130409
Email: Jen@theluxurytraveller.co.uk
Explore: www.theluxurytraveller.co.uk
*Complimentary ELEMIS Spa
Treatment is subject to availability
on arrival at the ELEMIS Travel
Spa.
**Sleeper Service available on
selected long-haul overnight flights
only.

The height of flavour
Bringing the best food and
flavours to the sky, enjoy
a new restaurant-style fine
dining experience with
freshly prepared cuisine
showcasing the best of
mouth-watering British
produce paired with fine

This brochure is printed on Carbon Balanced Paper. Through World Land Trust projects, we offset emissions
equivalent to 2,175kg of carbon dioxide to protect 1,522m2 of critically threatened tropical forest.

